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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is no term more
dangerous than “shovel ready”
when it comes to infrastructure
… Infrastructure can only be
done well when it is done with
due deliberation.

CANADA IS AN INFRASTRUCTURE LAGGARD in a
world where these investments matter more and more.
While our country has increased its spending, it is doing
so without an adequate policy framework to ensure it
gets the best bang for its buck.
Projects with decades-long impacts are too often chosen based on good politics rather than on good policy. The
three levels of government – federal, provincial/territorial and municipal – too often fight over who should pay for
what instead of coordinating to ensure accountability and
good governance. Indigenous governments are a further
actor in this complex mix.
The taxpayer almost invariably is called upon to fund
the increased demands – through taxes or debt – instead
of ensuring that users and beneficiaries of individual projects pay a greater share, or encouraging the private sector
to invest more of its capital in infrastructure development.
This is not a 21st century approach. Other countries
manage their infrastructure needs in a much more sophisticated way.
New Zealand plans its infrastructure with an eye fixed
on a generation from now. Australia separates politics and
policy so that poor spending decisions are pointed out publicly by experts with clout. The United Kingdom prices infrastructure appropriately to limit demand and relieve the
taxpayer. Chile taps the private sector to fund and operate
large infrastructure developments cost-effectively.
Australia, the UK and others have set up innovative operations to drive better results in infrastructure planning,
construction and operations, including rapid adoption of
new technologies to track performance and reduce cost.
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Canadian governments will spend more than $500-bil-

user fees to raise infrastructure funds and manage demand.

lion and as much as $750-billion over the next 10 years on

In the right circumstances, Canada needs to allow the pri-

infrastructure.

vate sector, with its proven capacity, to build and operate

“Infrastructure. It’s what binds an economy together.

infrastructure to better effect. Canada needs to apportion

The systems that make an economy work. Connecting

a greater share of investment toward the economy of to-

people to jobs, though public transportation. To infor-

morrow and not become overwhelmed by current, fleeting

mation, through broadband. To markets, through ports,

pressures. And Canadians need to be kept better informed

roads and airports. Infrastructure drives productivity. It

about the importance of modern, efficient infrastructure to

makes economies more competitive,” said Michael Sabia,

the well-being of this generation and the next.

president and CEO of the Caisse de dépôt et placement du

There is no term more dangerous than “shovel ready”

Québec, in a speech earlier this year to the Toronto Re-

when it comes to infrastructure. Favoured by those look-

gion Board of Trade.

ing to get an instant shot of construction-site adrenalin,

Canada can boast many internationally respected com-

shovel-ready projects often fail to deliver lasting strategic

panies that are poised to deliver on this opportunity. The

benefits. Infrastructure can only be done well when it is

injection of between $500-billion and $750-billion must

done with due deliberation.

be used to further sharpen their abilities and gain the

The Liberal government committed to doubling federal

reputation and scale required to take full advantage of a

infrastructure spending. That was the easy part. But Can-

global infrastructure market expected to be worth more

ada won’t become an infrastructure leader, and therefore

than $50-trillion (U.S.) over the next generation. In other

an economic leader, unless those funds are employed as

words, if we do infrastructure better at home, we can turn

part of a much more sophisticated strategy of world-class

it into a lucrative, exportable industry abroad.

planning, delivery and operations. z

We need to begin by putting infrastructure at the heart
of Canada’s economic development. The approach must be
strategic and far-reaching. That means government leadership and, in particular, federal government leadership.
Canada needs a pan-Canadian infrastructure strategy to
determine how funds can best be allocated for tomorrow
and for the next 30 years. Canada needs a world-class infrastructure agency to help governments prioritize spending,
work better together and build capacity to deliver projects
effectively. Canada needs to lean less on taxes and more on
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THE STATE OF PLAY

$57-trillion

The amount of infrastructure
spending the McKinsey Global
Institute has estimated would
be required between 2013 and
2030 simply to keep pace with
projected global GDP growth.
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OVERVIEW

distance between regions, integrating the national mar-

ON APRIL 15TH, 2016, finance ministers and central

ket and connecting it at low cost to markets in other

bank governors from the world’s largest economies met in

countries and regions. In addition, the quality and exten-

Washington to outline a global plan for long-term growth.

siveness of infrastructure networks significantly impact

They agreed that an “investment agenda with focus on in-

economic growth and reduce income inequalities and

frastructure, both in terms of quantity and quality” was a

poverty in a variety of ways.” i

top priority.
The position taken by the men and women who run the
world economy should not surprise anyone.

THE CONTEXT

The economic debate since the Great Recession of 2008-

After a long drought, infrastructure spending has been

09 and the subsequent period of weak growth has been

on a growth trend for some years. But it has been working

characterized frequently as a battle between those advo-

off a low base.

cating debt-fueled stimulus and those urging debt-slashing

In the post-war era, there existed a consensus to build

austerity. Infrastructure investment has often been seen as

or, in the case of Europe, rebuild. These were the boom

the primary means of providing short-term stimulus but,

years, when the interstate highway system was construct-

in fact, it is much more than that: It may well be the prima-

ed in the United States and when much of Canada’s high-

ry long-term means by which governments can accelerate

way system was developed along with many hospital and

economic growth and advance living standards. A short-

education facilities. Spending remained at a high level

term stimulus approach can produce positive blips, but it

into the mid-to-late 1970s.

rarely generates pathways to sustainable growth.
When approached long-term, infrastructure is a true
investment, one that keeps on reaping returns.

But when government deficits began to grow in the
1970s, capital investment was curtailed. By the mid1990s, as deficit elimination became de rigueur, new

The World Economic Forum agrees. Its annual Global

public infrastructure development became negligible. In

Competitiveness Report regularly cites the foundational

Toronto, subway expansion ground to a halt. In one in-

role that infrastructure plays as a critical pillar of com-

stance, the provincial government actually filled in the

petitiveness, alongside the need for countries to have a

excavation work begun on a second east-west subway line

fair and transparent legal framework. The definition of

after cancelling the project. That project is now underway

infrastructure varies but it generally means capital assets

again two decades later and is scheduled to be completed

built and maintained in the public interest for economic

early in the next decade.

and social purposes including roads, bridges and public

It wasn’t until the early 2000s that governments began

transit, water and wastewater facilities, health care and

systematically reinvesting in infrastructure. By then, the

education facilities, and, increasingly, wires and wireless

infrastructure built to serve the baby-boom generation

networks, reflecting the outsized role of the digital econ-

was becoming as creaky as some of the older baby boom-

omy in our lives and economies.

ers themselves.

“Well-developed infrastructure reduces the effect of

i. World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report (2012-13), page 5
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HOW BIG IS THE REQUIREMENT?

With need has come opportunity. Historically low interest rates allow governments to borrow at a cost not

Today, a remarkable global consensus exists. New in-

previously foreseen, a condition that caused Nobel Prize

vestment is needed to replace fully depreciated, often de-

recipient Paul Krugman to write recently: “(T)here are

teriorated and overstressed facilities with modern ones

huge unmet demands for public infrastructure on both

that are heavier on technology. We also must expand ex-

sides of the Atlantic. America’s aging infrastructure is leg-

isting infrastructure to track population growth, espe-

endary, but not unique: Years of austerity have left Ger-

cially in urban areas, to address the challenges of climate

man roads and railways in worse shape that most people

change and to boost productivity.

realize. So why not borrow money at these low rates and

Infrastructure investment priorities recommend

do some much-needed repair?” iii

themselves: They must account for economic and social

Government need not – indeed, should not – take on

change and provide the springboard for future growth.

this task alone. The involvement of the private sector as

The definition of infrastructure is broadening, along with

infrastructure owners and operators is becoming increas-

everything else in the digital age. As individuals and orga-

ingly common, in circumstances where the public inter-

nizations become ever more connected, the role of infra-

est is safeguarded. They bring increased investment, the

structure as a driver and enabler of innovation must be

appropriate spreading of risk and the injection of new,

added to the equation. Great economic and social gains

creative thinking on how to extract greater value from

in areas such as energy efficiency can be realized by facil-

each project.

itating improved connections and the real-time collec-

Of course, the public needs to benefit from this broader

tion and analysis of data. An advanced country like Cana-

pool of participants, which is a key challenge for govern-

da doesn’t want its digital infrastructure to fall behind as

ments in designing and communicating such infrastruc-

its physical infrastructure has.

ture reforms. But, while it is not a panacea, an “all-hands-

The McKinsey Global Institute has estimated that

on-deck” philosophy involving both the public and private

$57-trillion (U.S.) in infrastructure spending would be re-

sectors is fundamental if infrastructure requirements

quired between 2013 and 2030 simply to keep pace with

over the next generation are to be met and met well, thus

projected global GDP growth. That amount, the institute

ensuring future economic competitiveness and growth.

calculated, is more than the estimated total value of exist-

The number of institutional investors with stakes in

ing infrastructure worldwide and represents a 60 per cent

infrastructure has more than doubled worldwide since

increase over average annual expenditures since the late

2011.iv According to the International Monetary Fund,

1990s.

institutional investors – pension funds, insurance com-

“Advanced economies face the challenge of maintain-

panies, mutual funds and sovereign wealth funds – hold

ing extensive transport, power, water and telecommuni-

approximately $100-trillion (U.S.) in assets under man-

cations networks and upgrading and modernizing them as

agement. Pension funds hold about one-third of that

growth flags. In the developing world, countries dedicate a

amount and have been in the forefront of this movement

large proportion of their national income just to meet ba-

toward infrastructure investment, with Canadian funds

sic human development needs – access to water and sani-

often leading the way. Yet despite this, less than 1 per cent

tation, electricity and all-weather roads, for instance – and

of global pension fund capital is invested in infrastructure

still cannot cater to large swaths of their populations. The

equity, according to the Organisation for Economic Co-

challenge in these countries is becoming even more daunt-

operation and Development. More can be done to attract

ing as rapid growth fuels demand for infrastructure to sup-

those funds – and so speed up the process of filling infra-

port economic and social development.” ii

structure gaps and jumping on new opportunities.

ii. McKinsey Global Institute report, Infrastructure Productivity: How to Save $1-trillion a Year (2013), page 1
iii. Paul Krugman: Cheap Money Talks, New York Times, July 11, 2016
iv. Pension Pulse blog, June 14, 2016
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WHERE CANADA STANDS

spending less than $1-billion annually on infrastructure.)
Canada enters this more active era with an historic re-

This Public Policy Forum report comes on the cusp
of the second phase of the federal Liberal government’s

cord of achievement on infrastructure, but with less to
boast about in recent years.

$120-billion, 10-year infrastructure plan. The $60-billion

Infrastructure development has been fundamental to

spending commitment made in the government’s first bud-

Canada’s evolution. From the Canadian Pacific Railway

get in March 2016 essentially doubled the allotment of the

and the Trans-Canada Highway to the St. Lawrence Sea-

previous Conservative government. (According to feder-

way and the numerous Northern hydroelectric projects of

al statistics, 15 years ago the Canadian government was

recent decades, Canada has been in the forefront of global

QUALITY OF OVERALL INFRASTRUCTURE
2008-2009
Switzerland
Singapore
Germany
France
Finland
Austria
Denmark
Hong Kong SAR
United States
Canada
United Arab Emirates
Sweden
Iceland
Luxembourg
Belgium
Japan
Netherlands
Korea, Rep
Malaysia
Barbados
Cyprus
Taiwan, China
Portugal
UK

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2015-2016
Switzerland
United Arab Emirates
Hong Kong SAR
Singapore
Netherlands
Finland
Japan
Austria
Iceland
France
Germany
Denmark
United States
Spain
Portugal
Malaysia
Luxembourg
Qatar
Sweden
Korea, Rep
Chinese Taipei
Belgium
Canada
UK

Source: World Economic Forum, cited in The Infrastructure that Matters Most, The Canadian Chamber of Commerce
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megaproject construction.
Such investments required vision and fortitude. Some
have proven more successful than others. Some took too

nomic Forum’s Competitiveness Index – now places Canada 23rd in terms of infrastructure as compared to 10th
before 2010.

long to get going. The Seaway, for example, was built only

Canada’s so-called capital intensity – the amount of

after decades of discussions with the United States and just

infrastructure deployed for every dollar of GDP – is on

as global shipping patterns were changing. Although a great

the low end of the OECD scale.vi Canada’s infrastructure

nation-building achievement, this delay meant Seaway traf-

stock is held in public hands to a greater extent than some

fic never lived up to expectations. Other projects have prov-

competitor nations that have done more to balance pub-

en to be economically invaluable, such as the Confederation

lic and private ownership. Likewise, Canada’s infrastruc-

Bridge, which has boosted tourism on Prince Edward Island

ture stock is funded through the public purse to a greater

and brought the Maritimes closer together.

extent than others that have implemented user fees as a

There are fewer such undertakings of national scope

means to manage demand and generate revenue.

on the drawing board now; one with a high profile is the

Then there’s the question of how well money is spent.

Gordie Howe International Bridge between Windsor and

The asset management practices of Canadian govern-

Detroit. When completed, it will provide a second major

ments are hardly viewed as top-of-class. Inconsistent ac-

crossing at a border point that itself is responsible for

counting practices have sometimes hindered the case for

about 25 per cent of Canada-U.S. trade. Again, this new

infrastructure investment. And the complexity of Can-

bridge has been years in the making.

ada’s federal system – in the case of infrastructure, the

Canada’s record on more prosaic matters of infrastruc-

municipal level owns and operates more than half of all

ture scope and scale – the level of expenditure and, more

assets but has much less of the taxation power – has pro-

critically still, the effectiveness of expenditure – would

vided a further level of challenge.

also benefit from greater attention and rigour.

Canada’s pension funds are viewed internationally as a

The willingness of Ottawa to increase investment in in-

model to be emulated. Their sheer scale has made them

frastructure is part of a renewed national focus from all

globally competitive and their hands-on investment mod-

levels of government. As much as $750-billion in infra-

el is viewed as enhancing accountability and reducing

structure investment is planned over the next decade by

cost. And Canada’s experience with public-private part-

the three levels of government – federal, provincial and

nerships (P3s) is studied internationally, given their re-

municipal. The Ontario government plans to spend al-

cord for on-time, on-budget delivery.

most $140-billion and the City of Toronto has a $30-bil-

On balance, though, there is much that can be done to

lion plan, albeit largely unfunded. Alberta is planning for

improve Canada’s infrastructure record at a time of rising

investments of $35-billion over the next five years.

expenditures by all levels of government and by the pri-

Those figures certainly appear impressive and they

vate sector. Indeed, higher spending coupled with lower

do place Canada towards the top ranks in the OECD at
roughly 4 per cent of GDP. v Governments are going all-in

economic growth makes it all the more imperative that

on infrastructure as a key to jobs and growth.

wa’s willingness to play a bigger role in driving infrastruc-

this expenditure be deployed to absolute best effect. Otta-

But Canada still has some catching up to do.

ture development nationally is an opportunity that must

Most strikingly, Canada’s global standing in terms of

not be misplayed. z

the quality of its overall infrastructure has been steadily
falling. One closely watched measure – the World Eco-

v. Philip Bazel and Jack Mintz, Optimal Public Infrastructure: Some Guideposts to Ensure We Don’t Overspend, University of Calgary School of Public Policy (2015), page 13
vi. Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity report, Better Foundations: The Returns on infrastructure Investment in Ontario (2015), page 10
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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau makes an
infrastructure announcement at a
municipal bus depot in Montreal.
THE CANADIAN PRESS/RYAN REMIORZ

THE TRUDEAU RECORD SO FAR
During recent Public Policy Forum roundtables in
Toronto, Montreal and Halifax, some concern was expressed at the record of the Trudeau government to
date on infrastructure.
Certainly, the increase in spending of $60-billion
over the next decade was applauded. There was also
support for the recent establishment of a federal/
provincial/territorial table of infrastructure ministers,
which the previous Conservative government was unwilling to initiate. An inaugural meeting of infrastructure ministers was held in September 2016 and included municipal leaders as well.
It was well understood at the PPF roundtables that
the Liberal government’s infrastructure approach is
being rolled out in two phases. Interim spending plans
were announced in the 2016 budget with more sub-

stantial policy initiatives expected later, in the Fall 2016
economic update or the 2017 budget.
But all the same, certain government decisions that
have already been made were viewed widely at the
roundtables as sending negative signals about the
government’s willingness to pursue a rigorous and
transparent approach to infrastructure.
For example:
• The government established three broad categories
for the $60-billion envelope set aside in Budget 2016:
green infrastructure, social infrastructure and transit. Each was allocated $20-billion. This raised questions about why those categories had been chosen
and how much analysis had gone into choosing
them. There is little information and explanation on
the website of Infrastructure Canada, the federal
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department responsible. Furthermore, few metrics
are provided as to why individual projects across the
country have been approved under the three funding
“buckets.” In a recent study, the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce questioned the government’s focus,
concluding that more needed to be done on “breadand-butter” economic infrastructure, especially investments to improve Canada’s international trade,
such as border gateways. “Canada’s prosperity depends on immediate and targeted investments in its
economic-enabling trade infrastructure.”vii
• The government has told municipalities they will
have the autonomy to decide on the projects to be
funded by Ottawa, with the federal government limiting itself to setting overall objectives for infrastructure spending. This raised questions about whether
Ottawa could be certain that its money would always
be going to effective projects, given the risk of po-

liticization of certain spending decisions at the local
level. These concerns were linked to the lack of clarity around the spending of gas tax revenues, ceded to
municipalities by the Martin government more than
a decade ago.
• The government’s decision to reverse the plan of the
previous Conservative government to apply tolls on
the $4-billion Champlain Bridge in Greater Montreal,
which is now under construction, raised questions
about whether politics had trumped policy, given the
“demand-management” benefits of tolling.
• The government’s decision to remove the “P3
screen” applied by the Conservative government
to large federally funded projects raised questions
about whether there was serious interest in Ottawa
about employing private sector capacity as part of
infrastructure delivery.

ASSET SHARES BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT 1955-20106
100%
90%

Local

80%
70%
60%

Provincial

50%
40%
30%
20%

Federal

10%
0%
1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

vii. Canadian Chamber of Commerce report, The Infrastructure that Matters Most: The need for investment in Canada’s trade infrastructure (2016), page 7
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2005

2010

THE BIG TRENDS

THE PUSH TO THINK
LONG-TERM
THE NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT RELEASED

• An aging population. All regions will have more se-

its third long-term infrastructure plan last year and

nior citizens than children in 2031, a reversal of the

Canada could learn much from it. The 30-year plan – an

population balance in 1996 – meaning that infrastruc-

appropriate timeline when considering the long life of

ture must assist with changing service requirements

infrastructure assets – is meant as a key component of

for health care and education.

New Zealand’s “growth agenda” and includes measures
to ensure that existing assets are better maintained and
future spending decisions are made optimally.

• The steady influence of technology. Technology is
changing lifestyles and transforming the way infra-

The first step in the plan was a hard-headed analysis of

structure is delivered, but it is also under threat from

what New Zealand would look like in 2045 and what that

cyber attacks. This means that infrastructure must re-

likely would mean for infrastructure priorities. The findings

main flexible but secure even as it is built for the de-

would hardly appear out of place in Canada, which is grap-

cades to come.

pling with similar trends and challenges but has not done a
similar national infrastructure plan. The findings include:

• The steady rise of Asia. It is providing new opportunities for exporters of goods and services but those

• A larger and more urban population. There will be a

exporters will require good international connections

25 per cent increase in New Zealand’s by 2045 but with

– roads, rail and broadband – to take full advantage of

almost all growth occurring in urban areas including

those growth markets.

60 per cent of the growth happening in the largest city,
Auckland. That means growing pressure on services in

• The changing climate and the pressure on domes-

already built-up areas and pressure arising from long-

tic natural resources. Flooding is now the country’s

term decline in others.

most frequent natural disaster, and limits are being
reached on land and fresh water availability – meaning
that infrastructure must be built to higher standards of
resiliency and efficiency.
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20%

Technology as a share of total public
infrastructure stock, up from 5% in 1970.

• An aging infrastructure asset base. Government

a share of total public infrastructure stock has gone from

needs to find the optimal balance between repair and

just over 5 per cent in 1970 to close to 20 per cent today.

rehabilitation of existing assets and the construction

This led to subtle policy changes in infrastructure expen-

of new ones to meet additional demand.

diture decisions.ix
The Residential and Civil Construction Alliance of On-

• The productivity challenge behind low growth. A

tario recently released a study on the major trends pro-

“persistent productivity gap” needs to be addressed to

jected to shape infrastructure development over the com-

ensure that domestic businesses remain globally com-

ing decades. The findings were similar to what others have

petitive and infrastructure development should be fo-

found, although possibly in greater depth than has previ-

cused to ensure just that.

ously been outlined in a Canadian context.
Author Michael Fenn, a former Ontario deputy min-

• The affordability challenge of infrastructure de-

ister, noted that land use and transportation plans are

velopment. government must expand and modernize

likely to be impacted significantly by increased use of au-

its infrastructure portfolio while managing debt levels

tonomous and shared vehicles, higher-speed trains and

– meaning more involvement of the private sector and

increased Great Lakes shipping. He emphasized the ac-

greater deployment of user fees in the pricing of infra-

celerating adoption of lighter and more adaptable infra-

structure.

structure with high-performing materials and shorter

viii

life-cycles. He also noted that greater connectivity may
Quebec has prepared its own long-term infrastructure

remain the key to ensuring the long-term sustainability

plan and updates it regularly. The most recent version,

of public services, especially in high-cost sectors such as

issued in March, 2016, outlined a 10-year expenditure

health care where fax machines stubbornly remain a key

plan of $88.7-billion and noted that annual provincial in-

communications tool.

frastructure spending was now almost four times higher
than it was in the early 2000s.

“Health care is the primary target for ‘convergence’ of infrastructure,” the report states. “Ontario needs to meet the

Ontario examined long-term trends similar to New

evidence-based test of ‘right treatment, by the right provid-

Zealand’s in its 2011 long-term infrastructure plan and

er, in the right place, at the right time, for the lowest cost to

the provincial government intends to update this analy-

the taxpayer.’ … Underlying these choices is ensuring that

sis as it works on the next iteration.

our infrastructure investments and funding priorities an-

The 2011 Ontario plan highlighted many of the trends

ticipate, facilitate and support these right choices.”x

noted in the New Zealand report, such as increasing ur-

All governments in Canada – Ottawa, the provinces

banization – 80 per cent of Ontario population growth

and municipalities – would benefit from better long-term

through 2021 was projected to occur in the greater Gold-

planning regarding infrastructure development. The crit-

en Horseshoe in and around Toronto, where two-thirds

ical first step entails knowing as best as possible what con-

of Ontarians already live. This finding led to closer coor-

ditions will look like – demographically, geographically,

dination at Queen’s Park between infrastructure devel-

economically, socially, technologically, environmentally

opment and land use planning. Likewise, the significant

– when the infrastructure decided upon today is in middle

shift from “bricks and mortar” infrastructure to technol-

age many years from now. Some governments now do that

ogy-laden infrastructure was underlined – technology as

while others still don’t.

viii. The Thirty Year New Zealand Infrastructure Plan (2015), page 7
ix. Building Together: Jobs and Prosperity for Ontarians (2011), pages 16 & 18
x. Michael Fenn, Megatrends: The Impact of Infrastructure on Ontario and Canada’s Future (2016), page 51
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The critical second step for governments is to prioritize
capital spending, knowing that the public purse can’t do
it alone amid challenging fiscal circumstances. And that
means governments should continually evaluate their asset base and spending plans to determine what should be

Paradoxically, globe-trotting
Canadian pension funds don’t
often invest in Canada.

done by the public sector and what might be done better
by the private sector, provided that appropriate regulatory oversight is maintained.

the same duration as pension funds.)
Yet paradoxically, these globe-trotting Canadian pension funds don’t often invest in Canada. This is the unfor-

THE PUSH TO TAP THE
PRIVATE SECTOR

tunate truth despite some obvious advantages to doing so,
including elimination of exchange rate risk and alleviating the public policy risk that sometimes ensues when Ca-

IN INTERNATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE CIRCLES,

nadian investors buy into politically controversial assets

IT’S KNOWN AS THE CANADIAN PARADOX.

beyond Canada’s borders.

Canada’s pension funds are among the largest in the

“Canada’s pension funds are major infrastructure in-

world – dubbed the “maple revolutionaries” by The Econ-

vestors in the global context, but most of the capital goes

omist magazine for their hands-on approach to global in-

overseas, given the near abstinence of the country from

vestment and their outsized global presence. They have

large-scale privatizations of public infrastructure assets,”

a steady interest in infrastructure investments, finding

concluded a 2013 OECD study.xi

that the long-term nature of infrastructure operations fits

The OECD paper is a comparison of the participation

well with their long-term investment needs. (The same is

of pension funds in infrastructure investment in Canada

true for others such as life insurance companies, who also

and Australia. There are similarities but – and not for the

invest long-term but often not to the same extent and for

only time – it is clear from the paper that Australia has

xi. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development report, Pension Fund Investment in Infrastructure: A Comparison Between Australia and Canada (2013), page 34
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more to teach Canada than vice versa.

These institutions have much to offer. Firstly, they have

Both countries have large public sector pension plans

very significant funds under management and are looking

that pioneered investment in infrastructure as an asset

for opportunities to deploy those funds at a time when

class. (About 5 per cent of pension fund assets in both coun-

governments – particularly Canada’s provincial govern-

tries are in infrastructure, according to the study, easily the

ments– are concerned about their levels of public debt.

highest allocation globally.) Both countries have compara-

Secondly, they have built the management expertise and

tively loose investment and pension regulations that allow

have the clear financial incentive to run infrastructure as-

pension funds to invest in illiquid assets to a greater extent

sets well, often better than governments can.

than in other countries. Both countries have an infrastruc-

“Around the world, governments face an acute need for

ture asset structure in which provinces (states in Australia)

new or modernized infrastructure. The estimated short-

and municipalities hold the vast majority of infrastructure,

fall in global infrastructure debt and equity investment

rather than the federal government.

is at least $1-trillion (U.S.) per year,” notes a World Eco-

Australia has a much stronger record of infrastructure

nomic Forum report. “Many investors, particularly long-

privatization, however, including federal incentive pro-

term ones such as pension funds, insurance companies

grams for states to engage in “asset recycling” – the sale

and sovereign wealth funds, want to allocate more capital

or leasing of existing public assets with the funds gener-

in infrastructure but struggle to find bankable projects. In

ated to be reinvested in new strategic infrastructure. The

short, a significant mismatch exists …” xiii

$5-billlion Asset Recycling Initiative, when highlighted

The factors that encourage global investors, including

in the 2014 Australia budget, was predicted to “leverage”

pension funds, to consider purchasing an interest in in-

close to $40-billion in state infrastructure spending.

frastructure assets are infinitely complex but also easily

Canadian pension funds have been major investors in

simplified:

Australia. Less than a year ago, for example, the Caisse de
dépôt et placement du Québec led a consortium that in-

• A predictable legal and regulatory regime, in part to en-

vested $10-billion in the TransGrid electricity network.

sure fair treatment in cases where investments become

Canadian pension funds have been quieter at home,

controversial

though there have been large investments -- including
the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board’s 40 per cent
stake in the 407 ETR toll road across the Greater Toron-

• Investments of scale at a level approaching $500-million or more, given the high cost of due diligence

to Area and the innovative new multi-billion dollar partnership between the Caisse and the Quebec government

• Limited risk, leading to a preference for “brownfield”

for the design and construction of new mass-transit infra-

assets that have a history of operations, and are in sec-

structure. But, in total, less than a third of all investments

tors where competition is limited due to high barriers

in transportation infrastructure by Canada’s largest pen-

to entry, over “greenfield” assets that need to be built

sion funds have been made in Canada.xii
Does it matter that Canadian pension plans haven’t par-

and launched

ticularly favoured Canada with their investment funds?

• Expectations of appropriate revenue streams from gov-

Actually, that’s the wrong lens to apply. Canadian pension

ernment or preferably from users of the asset and enough

plans have a fiduciary responsibility to find the best invest-

operational freedom to be able to increase returns percep-

ments they can for their members. What matters is that in-

tibly if savings can be identified and pursued.

vestors globally – Canadian, Australian and others – aren’t
being given any special reason to look to Canada at a time

With those standards in mind, it is clear that Canadian

when there is burgeoning global interest in infrastructure

governments haven’t done all they can to attract global in-

investment and an obvious public policy rationale for it.

vestment. Canada has a strong record in the area of pub-

xii. Matti Siemiatycki: Canadian Pension Fund Investors in Transport Infrastructure in Case Studies on Transport Policy 3, page 173
xiii. World Economic Forum report: Infrastructure Investment Policy Blueprint (2014), page 3
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lic-private partnerships but, with a few exceptions, the over-

structure development to a greater extent than Canada

all scale of the projects and the level of equity participation

has and it continues to press forward in a more sophisti-

hasn’t tempted the big global funds, including Canada’s.

cated way to “prioritize the user” and to “act comprehen-

In its first budget, the federal Liberal government said:
“Where it is in the public interest, (we will) engage pub-

sively,” in the words of Infrastructure Australia’s chairman.xiv In pursuit of those goals, the advisory board’s

lic pension plans and other innovative sources of funding

governing legislation was amended in 2014 to enhance

– such as demand management initiatives and asset re-

the organization’s independence.

cycling – to increase the long-term affordability and sus-

Infrastructure Australia approached its 2016 report sys-

tainability of infrastructure in Canada.” There clearly is

tematically. It began by performing an audit of the coun-

an opportunity to make headway in this regard.

try’s existing infrastructure to determine the adequacy

THE PUSH TO STRUCTURE
GOVERNMENT SMARTER

of supply and the level of wear-and-tear. The report, - a
comprehensive examination of the transport, water, telecommunications and energy sectors - was made public
alongside a special audit focused on Northern Australia.

IN FEBRUARY 2016, INFRASTRUCTURE AUSTRALIA

Like the New Zealand infrastructure plan, the report

released a comprehensive report entitled “Australian

looked far into the future to analyze the impacts on Aus-

Infrastructure Plan: Priorities and reforms for our

tralian infrastructure of a growing population, rising de-

nation’s future.” There is no equivalent in Canada to

mand for national resources and services, new technol-

Infrastructure Australia, but there probably should be.

ogies and additional environmental risks. It stated that

Infrastructure Australia was established in 2008 by the

infrastructure expenditures would need to continue to

Australian Government as a statutory advisory board to

rise to meet the needs of the next 15 years and that user

advise all levels of government and infrastructure own-

fees should be tapped to a greater extent than taxpayer

ers and investors on national infrastructure needs and

dollars. It was blunt in its assessment of the inadequacy

priorities, funding mechanisms and the means to make

of certain sectors: there is “no continuing case” for public

the most of the nation’s infrastructure portfolio. Its de-

ownership of metropolitan water utilities and Australia’s

tailed responsibilities include development of an annual

biggest infrastructure challenge lies in the transport sec-

list of priority infrastructure projects, evaluation of the

tor, where certain processes are “opaque and blunt” and

adequacy, capacity and condition of nationally significant

further reform is needed.xv

infrastructure, evaluation of the advisability of pursuing

Based on this analysis, Infrastructure Australia pro-

proposals for investment in such infrastructure and the

duced an infrastructure priority list of recommended in-

promotion of private sector infrastructure investment.

vestments to “address nationally significant challenges,

The 2016 report warrants attention in Canada because

support Australia’s productivity and unlock new econom-

it makes plain an uncomfortable truth: Australia, a fed-

ic and social opportunities.” Each initiative and project

eration like Canada with similar challenges of balancing

was identified in collaboration with state and territorial

the interests of regions and jurisdictions, has set in place

governments, industry and other stakeholders and was

a superior infrastructure decision-making structure. It is

subject to a full business case review.xvi

one that does more to prioritize expenditures based on

Furthermore, Infrastructure Australia proposed the de-

identified long-term trends, return on investment analy-

velopment and implementation of two overarching ini-

sis, construction and operation best-practices, appropri-

tiatives to entrench best practices: National Governance

ate auditing and the public availability of data associated

Principles to improve the quality and transparency of de-

with all levels of analysis and decision-making.

cision-making and a national Infrastructure Performance

Australia has separated policy from politics in its infra-

Measurement Framework, including a national skills plan to

xiv. Australian Infrastructure Plan: Priorities and Reforms for Our Nation’s Future (2016), page 3
xv. Ibid, page 8
xvi. Ibid, page 11
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identify which projects and practices worked well and why.

Still, it is striking that Canada’s national, provincial/

Like Canada, most Australian infrastructure is deliv-

territorial and municipal governments have engaged in

ered at the state and local levels. To ensure nationwide

regular rounds of infrastructure negotiations and agree-

compliance with the new standards to be developed, In-

ments over the past 15 years without the benefit of a set of

frastructure Australia recommended that the national

overarching goals, principles and best practices regard-

government make project funding contingent on adher-

ing what is to be achieved and how it is to be carried out.

ence to the two best-practice initiatives. In the case of the

Federal governments, regardless of their political stripe,

National Governance Principles, that would include de-

have opted to sign funding agreements with individual

velopment of long-term integrated infrastructure plans

provinces and territories or with national municipal or-

by the lower levels of government, publication of business

ganizations that lack the comprehensiveness and strate-

cases for individual projects, completion of in-depth com-

gic vision achieved by these countries to which Canada

munity engagement and preparation of robust post-com-

often compares itself.

pletion reviews.

In 2012, the previous Conservative government called

“The Australian Government is in the best position to

for submissions for a federal long-term infrastructure

initiate wider application by making federal infrastructure

plan. But the result wasn’t a plan per se but what amount-

funding to state, territory and local governments contin-

ed to a series of funding programs that included the ex-

gent on proponents meeting the requirements of Infra-

tension of the Gas Tax Fund introduced in 2004 and the

structure Australia’s National Governance Principles.”xvii

$14-billion New Building Canada Fund, which set aside

Australia’s structure and process is comprehensive but

$4-billion for “projects of national significance.”

by no means exceptional. In 2015, the British government

This ad hoc approach has often left governments with-

established the National Infrastructure Commission,

out a structured basis for judging success. The Gas Tax

which was mandated to provide “unbiased analysis of the

Fund was designed as a streamlined means to fund munic-

UK’s long-term infrastructure needs” with a particular fo-

ipal infrastructure. Even if municipalities are best-placed

cus on the transportation and energy systems. The British

to decide on their infrastructure priorities, there are few

government has also formed a Major Project Authority,

checks at the federal level to determine project effective-

which provides training and certification programs for

ness or whether national urban objectives are being ad-

managers of large infrastructure projects.

vanced, especially given the “block funding” nature of the

The UK, Australia and New Zealand are not Canada.

program.

The United Kingdom and New Zealand are not feder-

At the other extreme, a recent academic paper looked

al states, though the UK has grappled recently with the

at more than 8,000 infrastructure projects funded by Ot-

devolution of authority to Scotland, Wales and Northern

tawa from 2002 to 2015 and found a heavy bureaucratic

Ireland, Canada also has a more decentralized federalist

element, with more than 90 per cent of the projects hav-

tradition than does Australia. Indeed, just 3 per cent of

ing eligible costs less than $10-million. “(T)he costs of

Canada’s public infrastructure assets are owned by the

co-ordination for small projects across multiple levels of

federal government.

government add inefficiencies and so should generally be

3%

Portion of Canada’s public infrastructure assets
that are owned by the federal government.

xvii. Ibid, page 161
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Canada’s national, provincial/territorial and municipal
governments have engaged in infrastructure negotiations and
agreements over the past 15 years without a set of overarching
goals, principles and best practices.

avoided,” concluded the authors. xviii

that Infrastructure Canada) could not assess and report

In 2015, Infrastructure Canada, the federal infrastructure department, conducted a detailed evaluation of a

on the combined effect of the projects and programs over
time to Parliament and Canadians.” xx

program that disbursed more than $1-billion for local in-

The federal Liberal government has significantly added

frastructure projects between 2007 and 2014. The anal-

to the previous Conservative expenditure plan, increas-

ysis found that best practices in delivery weren’t always

ing overall funding by $60-billion over the next decade.

shared across jurisdictions.

It set out new funds devoted to public transit, green in-

This critique was broadened in a recent report by the

frastructure such as water and wastewater and social in-

Auditor General of Canada which found that, despite ef-

frastructure such as community housing and focused on

forts to develop standardized performance indicators for

the repair and rehabilitation of existing infrastructure – a

the New Building Canada Fund, “there was no coordinat-

critical aspect that often gets overlooked.

ed roll-up of this performance information or reporting
on results within or across federal programs … (meaning

But the lack of a comprehensive, agreed-upon national
vision and plan remains.

xviii. Bev Dahlby and Emily Jackson, Striking the Right Balance: Infrastructure Transfer Programs, 2002 – 2015, University of Calgary School of Public Policy (2015), summary page
xix. Infrastructure Canada, Evaluation of the Building Canada Fund – Communities Component http://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/pd-dp/eval/2015-bcfcc-vcfcc-eng.html#exe
xx. Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Report 1 – Federal Support for Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure http://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_cesd_201605_01_e_41380.html
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THE PUSH TO SPEND MORE

er transparency in project selection, a focus on deferred

A CAUTIONARY TALE: WASHINGTON, D.C.’S METRO

and selective private sector delivery including with the

subway system, which was once respected for its

use of user fees.

embrace of technology in a city not generally recognized

maintenance of existing assets, regulatory streamlining

By boosting spending, the United States would be join-

for forward-thinking, has fallen on hard times.

ing a bandwagon well underway, including in Canada. The

Although the system is more recent than the subways

Mexican government is pursuing a four-year, $600-bil-

in both Toronto and Montreal, the Washington Metro

lion (U.S.) plan. Brazil had its own four-year plan valued

has critical problems, including a glaring failure to

at $300-billion (U.S.) and infrastructure development

maintain a state-of-good repair, blamed in large part on

remains top-of-mind despite its recent economic crisis.

inadequate funding. Even the Metro system’s chairman

China, which is viewed widely as having overspent on in-

describes the system as “somewhat unreliable” and

frastructure or to have not always chosen its projects well,

“maybe safe.”

is planning to spend trillions more.

xxi

U.S. infrastructure investment has lagged and it shows.

India has completed a five-year infrastructure plan

President Barack Obama has been frustrated by a Re-

worth $500-billion (U.S.) and is planning to spend anoth-

publican-led Congress intent on holding down expendi-

er $1-trillion (U.S.) by 2022, according to Invest India, in-

tures. Obama’s mantle has been taken up by Democratic

cluding more than $100-billion on roads and $90-billion

Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, who has made it

on digital corridors. At a presentation this fall in Toron-

known that infrastructure investment is at the top of her

to, Invest India CEO Deepak Bagla noted that infrastruc-

economic agenda.

ture is the prime driver behind the national government’s

An infrastructure summit would be one of the first

“Make in India” economic strategy and added that all in-

events of a Clinton presidency and involve the 50 gov-

frastructure sectors are now open to foreign investment

ernors. National Governors Association chairman Terry

and public/private partnerships. “Seventy per cent of In-

McAuliffe is behind it. “Who’s against infrastructure?”xxii

dia in 2030 is yet to be constructed,” he said.

Former U.S. treasury secretary Lawrence Summers

It may be unsurprising that developing countries are

believes there is a U.S. “consensus” to substantially raise

spending at that pace – as much as 6 per cent of GDP

infrastructure investment and that the policy focus now

annually. But developed countries have increased their

should shift to maximizing its impact – through great-

spending too, including Canada.

xxi. New York Times: Capital’s Metro, Creaking at 40, Is Staring Down a Midlife Crisis, April 4, 2016
xxii. New York Times: Democrats, Looking Past Obama, Feel Around for a Next Great Cause (Infrastructure?), July 24, 2016
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The fact that the biggest economic benefits of well-chosen
infrastructure investment occur over decades shouldn’t be
a surprise. The key factor is that they be well-chosen.

According to McKinsey, annual expenditures equal to

• The Canadian Construction Association reported a

3.5 per cent of GDP are sufficient to maintain current lev-

larger GDP result in 2015: “(I)n the short term for ev-

els of infrastructure capacity and service. But McKinsey’s

ery dollar invested in infrastructure, GDP increases by

analysis also suggests that an increase in infrastructure

$1.43 and over the long term, the discounted present

investment equivalent to 1 per cent of GDP would trans-

value of GDP generated per dollar of public infrastruc-

late into significant job growth -- an additional 1.5 million

ture spending or return on investment lies between

direct and indirect jobs in the United States and 3.4 mil-

$2.46 and $3.83.”xxv In other words, the largest bene-

lion in India, for example.xxiii

fits of infrastructure investment aren’t felt immediate-

Numerous recent Canadian studies have focused on

ly – the rationale for so-called “shovel ready” projects

the positive impact of infrastructure expenditure on the

during and in the aftermath of the Great Recession –

domestic economy, more specifically.

but are felt over decades.

• A Conference Board of Canada study released in 2013

• In a similar vein, a Canadian Centre for Economic

estimated that every $100-million invested in pub-

Analysis report found that only about one-fifth of the

lic infrastructure boosted GDP by $114-million. It

economic benefit of infrastructure investment comes

found that about one-quarter of all labour productiv-

from the capital spent during construction and about

ity growth in recent years could be attributed to infra-

80 per cent comes from the long-term economic ben-

structure investment.

efits of the infrastructure project, including economic

xxiv

spin-off activities. xxvi

xxiii. McKinsey Global Institute report, pages 2 & 4
xxiv. Conference Board of Canada report: The Economic Impact of Ontario’s Infrastructure Investment Program (2013), pages 7 & 8
xxv. Canadian Construction Association report: Canadian Infrastructure (2015), page 3
xxvi. As cited by Siemiatycki in Creating an Effective Canadian Infrastructure Bank (2016), page 14
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THE PLAN AHEAD
EVERYONE HAS A FAVOURITE EXAMPLE

OF

infrastructure gone wrong. The Champlain Bridge

A PAN-CANADIAN STRATEGY

in Montreal is being replaced because it was poorly

CANADA DOESN’T HAVE AN INFRASTRUCTURE

designed and didn’t receive the necessary upkeep. The

strategy; it has many infrastructure strategies. Some

Scarborough subway extension in Toronto is being built

provinces have long-term infrastructure plans and

because political considerations demanded approval.

others don’t. Some have set out decade-long spending

Other examples abound.

commitments, some shorter. Others have focused on a

The McKinsey Global Institute has estimated future

single sector, such as transportation. Some have moved

global infrastructure needs at $57-trlllion (U.S.), but con-

forward with public/private partnerships, while others

cluded that 40 per cent of total expenditures could be

have eschewed such commitments and reforms in favour

saved through improved project selection, streamlined

of greater flexibility.

delivery and better repair and rehabilitation of existing
infrastructure.

And that’s just the provinces. Municipalities have done
their own plans and, working through the Federation of

“The effective delivery of services in many areas of

Canadian Municipalities, have lobbied the federal govern-

economic and public life happens within a framework of

ment for additional funding in a manner that sometimes

well-defined systems,” the report stated. “In the case of

leapfrogs provincial authority.

infrastructure, the system often functions poorly. Indeed,

And that’s just the municipalities. Other infrastructure

too few people in the public and private sectors regard in-

authorities have plans of their own, such as the $50-bil-

frastructure as a system at all but rather think in terms of

lion Big Move transit plan for the Greater Toronto Area

single projects. … Until sound infrastructure systems are

overseen by transit agency Metrolinx, or the various air-

in place, countries will continue to fund the wrong proj-

port authorities.

ects, place priorities in the wrong areas, and fail to meet
the needs of their people.”xxvii

This is perfectly understandable in a complex federation. But a nationwide strategy is missing that would knit

Canada does much infrastructure well. The country

together the planning already done by sub-national gov-

has many international planning, design and construc-

ernments and agencies. This strategy could bring coher-

tion companies and its governments work diligently. For

ence to the multitude of discrete decisions by public and

the most part, Canada’s infrastructure expenditures are

private sectors over the next decade that could amount to

well deployed. However, few people who work in the in-

as much as $1-trillion, while ensuring greater transparen-

frastructure sector would say that the many billions spent

cy and accountability.

annually are always spent to best effect. Some admitted

As has been shown, Canada is conspicuous in not hav-

as much at the PPF roundtables and in private conver-

ing such a plan. Although the United States has not pre-

sations. And the evidence shows that other countries do

pared one either, it tends generally to avoid such pursuits.

it better.

But Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain and other Eu-

Canada can do better. Growing infrastructure expenditures represent an opportunity to boost growth and im-

ropean countries have developed such comprehensive
plans and sometimes more than one over time.

prove competitiveness. That will only happen if there is

Canada’s plan would – as the New Zealand plan did –

a clear strategy to ensure results, particularly that proj-

set out what the country is expected to look like in 2045

ects are chosen well and executed well. This would help

or 2050, and how infrastructure investment would help

to maximize the impact of an historic rebuild of Canadian

ensure prosperity and environmental sustainability for a

infrastructure.

larger, older and more urban population.

xxvii. McKinsey Global Institute report, page 61
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It would set a clear “policy anchor,” such as productivity growth, with agreed-upon metrics to judge success.
This was advocated recently in a widely-noted newspaper article by three former senior Ottawa officials.
“The primary filter for strategic infrastructure proposals would be whether they are of the scale, scope and impact to raise Canadian productivity levels … Getting the
strategic infrastructure we need is a productivity imperative. Developing a sound execution plan should be a policy
priority. Rebuilding our growth potential is the payoff.”xviii
Canada’s plan would consider steps to address the severe mismatch in fiscal capacity among the levels of government, with municipalities shouldering more than 50
per cent of infrastructure assets but collecting only about

There should be a federal
authority with the ambit to
design the nationwide plan,
put it into effect and judge
progress on a national basis,
including at the provincial and
municipal levels – a Canada
Infrastructure Agency.

10 per cent of all taxes paid. It would identify projects
of national significance, such as high-speed rail, climate
change adaptation measures or rural broadband. And it
would focus particular attention on federally-owned in-

xxviii. David Dodge, Kevin Lynch and Tiff Macklem: For Growth, A Second Phase of Infrastructure Investment, The Globe and Mail, May 13, 2016
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frastructure, including border crossings, military facili-

sites must hire and train at-risk youth and greater focus

ties and First Nations communities.

on good design.

“It is evident that one piece that is missing from the fed-

Would the federal government make its $120-billion

eral landscape is a comprehensive National Infrastruc-

in funding, which is deployed largely to match provincial

ture Plan that would coordinate Canada’s planning and

and municipal project funding, contingent on such prac-

investment decisions,” stated a Canada 2020 report.xxix

tices and other key considerations such as the publication

The plan, in particular, would outline better-defined

of full business cases? That may not be advisable, at least

structures for decision-making, including a clearer divi-

for now, particularly when Ottawa has for many years

sion of political and technical responsibilities, beginning

been essentially a “third wheel” on the national infra-

at the federal level.

structure scene. Canada is a decentralized federation and

Some infrastructure experts advocate the complete

provincial and municipal governments have jurisdiction

separation of elected leaders from project choices, rea-

over the largest sectors in terms of capital expenditures –

soning that they are too easily swayed by short-term po-

such as transportation, water and wastewater and energy.

litical factors. A more realistic balance, however, might be

But there should be a federal authority with the ambit

for elected leaders to maintain decision-making authority

to design the nationwide plan, put it into effect and judge

but in an environment where technical analysis is much

progress on a national basis, including at the provincial

more robust – including independent, publicly-available

and municipal levels – a Canada Infrastructure Agency.

business cases required for any project of reasonable
scale. That is the approach taken in Australia.
These are not uncommon steps. Switzerland and Sin-

A PAN-CANADIAN AGENCY

gapore, have clear goals and metrics. Chile has taken an

EXISTING FEDERAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAMS

arms-length approach to project selection and has proven

stipulate

to be a magnet for private-sector investment.

required to identify and propose projects to Ottawa to

that the provinces and municipalities are

The Canadian plan would set out the terms for great-

receive funding. This process ensures that local leaders

er private sector involvement through “asset recycling”

and citizens – particularly those who are most likely to

and the requirements for public and stakeholder engage-

use the infrastructure – are able to select the projects

ment.

that best benefit their communities.

The most challenging part of this exercise would in-

This system is valuable for ensuring initiatives meet lo-

volve the common Ottawa conundrum: Is it a federal

cal needs but it also means that the projects may end up be-

strategy or a national strategy? The plan would focus on

ing too narrowly focused. Decision makers charged with lo-

federal assets certainly but it would also work with oth-

cal or provincial responsibilities may not take into account

er governments to build best practices and coordination.

national opportunities, interests, trends or pressures.

In terms of federal assets and projects, the plan might advo-

At the same time, it is unclear to what degree munici-

cate the centralization of delivery and maintenance capacity

palities have the capacity to handle large and sometimes

as has sometimes been done at the provincial level – ensuring

complex infrastructure projects. The absence of common

that capital execution is done by specialists as opposed to in-

standards, capabilities and knowledge across jurisdictions

dividual departments handling their own projects.

suggests that the level and quality of management varies.

The strategy would encourage improved practices

The Trudeau government has made clear its intention

across the infrastructure sector, through consultations

to establish a Canada Infrastructure Bank, an institution

with other levels of government and the private sector, in-

that would provide municipalities with affordable financ-

cluding increased consideration of innovative practices in

ing options to fund infrastructure projects.

procurement, “local share” accords in which construction

Municipalities have been reticent to take on debt to

xxix. John Brodhead, Jesse Darling and Sean Mullin, Crisis and Opportunity: Time for a National Infrastructure Plan for Canada, Canada 2020 (2014), page 17
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fund infrastructure. The spread between municipal and

designed by politicians and not by transit engineers.”

federal borrowing costs remains considerable. However,

A Canada Infrastructure Agency wouldn’t play the role

provincial authorities already facilitate municipal loans.

of politicians in making the final decisions. But it would

Infrastructure Ontario’s loan program, for example, has

have the authority, as Infrastructure Australia has, to pro-

supported the development of almost $10-billion in lo-

vide its view of what sectors should get priority funding.

cal infrastructure while the Alberta Capital Finance Au-

The agency would also be able to suggest which individual

thority issued more than $2-billion in loans in 2014 alone.

projects make most sense and how those projects can be

British Columbia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and New-

best be funded and delivered, whether through govern-

foundland and Labrador also have their own municipal

ment or the private sector and whether a project would

finance agencies.

best be funded by taxes or user fees. It would also be re-

During the PPF roundtables, there was skepticism

sponsible for intensive vetting of all large projects pro-

about the infrastructure bank plan, which was first pro-

posed by municipalities, the provinces and Ottawa, set-

posed in the 2015 Liberal Party election platform. Private

ting a threshold of perhaps $100-million.

sector representatives saw the plan as an ill-considered

“A government like ours could really benefit from this

means of sidelining commercial banks and other finan-

kind of agency,” said a provincial official at a PPF roundtable.

cial institutions when it comes to infrastructure develop-

The agency would lead a national strategy on infrastruc-

ment. Indeed, a 2016 C.D. Howe Institute report makes

ture performance, including planning, procurement, de-

the same conclusion.

livery and operation and promote improved asset man-

“The lower interest rate of the federal government is

agement practices. It would be a strong advocate for the

an insurance policy that taxpayers implicitly provide …

application of international best-practices, including

This does not benefit society and is simply a transfer of

transparent reporting on performance during construction

risk onto taxpayers.”xxx

and operation of key infrastructure assets. It would press

At a minimum, creation of a federal infrastructure bank

provinces, territories and major municipalities to complete

should be done only in close coordination with the multiple

their own long-term infrastructure plans, well-coordinat-

provincial authorities which already exist, to ensure that

ed with Ottawa’s pan-Canadian plan. It would advocate for

policy goals are well-coordinated and that municipalities

the right allocation of money to maintain existing assets, to

aren’t simply being given an opportunity to “double-dip.”

anticipate future growth and to boost strategic future pros-

More significantly, extending loans would be just one

pects in areas such as the “internet of things” and autono-

responsibility of a Canada Infrastructure Agency, which

mous vehicles. It would manage a fund to boost innovative

might best be characterized as resembling Infrastructure

use of public/private partnerships and bring like-minded

Australia with less “shall” and more “should.”

smaller jurisdictions together to “bundle” projects togeth-

As the Liberal government considers the details of the

er for efficiency purposes.

more substantive second phase of its infrastructure plan,

The agency would, in sum, be Canada’s predominant

the concept of an infrastructure agency has garnered

vehicle for making the country into a world-class infra-

much attention. And what’s been noticed, in particular,

structure player.

is that Canadian politicians at all levels have remarkable

“The infrastructure bank should become a centre of ex-

power to negotiate the approval of projects without signif-

cellence on effective infrastructure project delivery and a

icant public scrutiny, and without making public expert

convenor of federal, provincial and municipal procure-

analysis to justify their choices. Politicians themselves are

ment practitioners to develop recognized best practices,”

often aware that this isn’t an ideal situation.

concluded University of Toronto associate professor Mat-

At one PPF roundtable, a municipal leader noted that
the “problem with the city’s transit system is that it’s been

ti Siemiatycki in a recent paper, referring to this concept
as a “game-changer.” xxxi

xxx. Benjamin Dachis, Getting More Buildings for our Bucks: Canadian Infrastructure Policy in 2016, C.D. Howe Institute (2016), page 3
xxxi. Siemiatycki, Creating an Effective Canadian Infrastructure Bank, pages 7 & 10
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More than 100 infrastructure
projects, such as the
Confederation Bridge, have
been done in Canada through
various forms of P3s, in which
private sector consortia
have built and, in many
cases, operate and maintain
infrastructure assets.

A BETTER OWNERSHIP
APPROACH
WHILE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT
in Canadian infrastructure recently was the announcement of new federal spending, the most innovative development is certainly the agreement reached between
the Quebec government and the giant Caisse de dépôt et
placement du Québec in 2015. Under the deal, the province is stepping back from key infrastructure projects and
the Caisse is stepping up as an investor.
Under the plan, the Caisse, which manages the second-largest pension plan in Canada after the Canada
Pension Plan, will build, operate and own key infrastructure assets. The first two transit projects envisaged under
the plan are valued at approximately $5.5-billion and will
be majority financed by the Caisse and its partners. The
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turns in the 7 to 9 per cent range with a low risk of capital
loss – exactly what we need to meet our clients’ longterm needs. … For governments all around the world,
this could substantially change how major infrastructure projects get financed by providing a solution to their
fiscal constraints.” said Caisse president Michael Sabia
in his Toronto Region Board of Trade speech.
The Caisse model will be watched closely across Canada – and even internationally – because it is a step beyond what has been politically acceptable in Canada.
The circumstances of this deal are interesting: The
Quebec government recognizes that the Caisse is far better respected in the province than it is. Realizing this, the
province took a back seat to the Caisse’s management
when the partnership was announced and has continued to remain in the background. The Caisse is unique
in Quebec. It is recognized as a savvy global investor but
is also viewed as operating in the public interest given
that most Quebec households know that when they get
a pension cheque from the Régie des rentes, the money
is being managed by the Caisse. Still, the Caisse will ultimately be judged on its success in bringing these transit
projects in on-time and on-budget.
Canada has much experience in other kinds of public-private partnerships, though almost always they have
been offered with relatively little equity participation
for the private sector, ensuring that major international pension funds and other potential investors haven’t
been tempted to participate.
Caisse will assume much of the business risk regarding

More than 100 infrastructure projects have been done

the projects, including revenue risk related to ridership,

in Canada through various forms of P3s, in which private

and the projects will remain off the books of the Quebec

sector consortia have built and, in many cases, operate

government, which is burdened with high debt.

and maintain infrastructure assets. P3 projects include

This is the kind of deal in which the Caisse has devel-

the Confederation Bridge between Prince Edward Island

oped expertise internationally, with its stakes in Heath-

and New Brunswick, Northeast Anthony Henday Drive in

row airport, the London-to-Paris Eurostar rail service,

Edmonton, the Evergreen Line Rapid Transit Project in

U.S. toll roads and Australian ports. But it wasn’t the kind

Vancouver under Partnerships B.C. and numerous hospi-

of deal that was available in Canada, at least until now, and

tal projects in Ontario under Infrastructure Ontario.

aligns with the Caisse’s plan to double its global investments in infrastructure to $25-billion by 2020.

Of particular note is the high-profile Canada Line in
Vancouver, which connects Vancouver’s waterfront to the

“For long-term investors, infrastructure offers some-

airport and Richmond, B.C. It was the first rapid rail proj-

thing that’s not easy to find today: stable, predictable re-

ect undertaken in Canada under a P3 model. InTransitBC,
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a consortium composed of SNC Lavalin, the Caisse and

from the federal government. They pay rent to Ottawa,

B.C. Investment Management Corp., has a 35-year con-

sometimes a significant percentage of gross revenue.

tract to operate and maintain the line. The project was

A recent report for Ottawa written under the leadership

completed ahead of schedule in 2009 and now carries sig-

of former federal minister David Emerson advocated mov-

nificantly more riders than expected when service began.

ing Canada’s airports to a fully privatized model, “with eq-

However, P3 models have generally involved long-term

uity-based financing from large institutional investors,”

leases to private-sector entities and, ultimately, leave

although it noted that this step isn’t widely supported by

ownership in government hands. They are, in effect, more

the airport authorities.xxxiii Still, the report suggests closer

akin to contracting arrangements.

examination of the experience of other countries that have

Many international governments have sought advice

privatized their airports, including the forms of regulato-

from organizations like Partnerships B.C. and Infrastruc-

ry oversight imposed post-privatization. (It’s worth noting

ture Ontario about how to set up P3 models, especially the

that the Canadian government initially contracted with a

establishment of fair and transparent procurement prac-

private-sector consortium for the redevelopment of Pear-

tices and the effective transfer of risk to the private-sector

son Airport in Toronto but that contract was scrapped af-

consortium during the construction and operation phases,

ter the election of the Chretien government in 1993, which

so that government isn’t on the hook if things go bad.

opted for the local authority model.)

But these kind of arrangements won’t draw the scale of

The United Kingdom did it a generation ago and oth-

capital that pension funds and other big financial players

er European countries have followed suit. Indeed, a con-

are looking to invest. And in Canada, many of those signif-

sortium of three Canadian pension funds – Alberta-based

icant infrastructure assets remain in government hands.

AIMCo, Ontario-based OMERS and the Ontario Teach-

Selling off those assets is not easy, which is fundamentally

ers’ Pension Plan –earlier this year bought the London

what is at issue.

City Airport jointly with the infrastructure investing arm

The Ontario government’s recent decision to partially

of the Kuwait Investment Authority.

privatize Hydro One is Canada’s biggest experiment so far

The UK has drawn much attention to its privatization

in “asset recycling,” given the government’s commitment

efforts. The UK Pension Infrastructure Platform has been

to flow the funds raised from the sale into new transit con-

established specifically to facilitate long-term invest-

struction. Because the privatization process has coincid-

ments by international pension funds into British infra-

ed with the controversy over high electricity costs, it has

structure, including by British pension funds which have

not proven popular with public opinion although the sale

been slow to buy infrastructure assets.

itself has been a stock market success. (Rates are set by an

And the UK is seen widely as a model for another Ca-

arms-length regulatory body, the Ontario Energy Board.)

nadian sector possibly ripe for restructuring: water and

The City of Toronto may soon be grappling with the

waste-water. The United Kingdom privatized its water

same challenge as it considers privatizing Toronto Hydro.

and wastewater systems in 1989, with economic regula-

That sale could bring in as much as $4-billion. xxxii
But other countries have successfully proceeded with

tion imposed by London and environmental regulation

this kind of venture before. What are the opportunities

solidation of water providers in the 1970s. By comparison,

to follow the practices of like-minded countries and sell

Canada maintains a myriad of small, local, public author-

assets to raise funds for future infrastructure needs?

ities which usually charge significantly less than market

The sector most often mentioned during the PPF
roundtables was Canada’s airports. Currently, Canada’s 26

by the European Union. Privatization followed the con-

prices for water and must vie for capital with other municipal priorities.

largest airports are managed and operated by non-profit

Asset recycling is hardly a panacea. It remains politi-

community organizations, which hold long-term leases

cally controversial in Australia. But it is a practice that is

xxxii. Tim Kiladze: Toronto Hydro Sale Would Cash in on Fervour for Utilities, The Globe and Mail, Sept., 29, 2016
xxxiii. See http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/ctareview2014/canada-transportation-act-review.html
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being tested in like-minded countries which are looking

as opposed to 50 per cent in New York, 40 per cent in Par-

for ways to boost infrastructure expenditures and ensure

is, 30 per cent in Seattle and just over 20 per cent in the

that they are managed well.

Australian cities of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.xxxv

A BETTER FUNDING APPROACH
WHEN SHOULD INFRASTRUCTURE CARRY A COST
to the user and when should it not? If there was a

The level of the transit subsidization can’t be considered
in isolation but must be viewed in tandem with the lack
of user fees for roads, which encourages greater car usage
at the expense of more environmentally-friendly transit.
The signals from Canadian governments at all levels

topic of primary interest to participants at the PPF

are mixed regarding their willingness to employ user

roundtables, it was probably this.

fees to fund needed infrastructure. The Ontario govern-

User fees put a price on a product and bring supply and

ment is introducing a pilot project for High Occupancy

demand into closer alignment. User fees raise funds nec-

Toll (HOT) lanes, which are similar to carpool lanes with

essary for upkeep of the asset.

the difference that lone drivers can use the lane if they are

Many PPF round-table participants spoke enviously of

willing to pay for the privilege. And the B.C. government

the political courage exhibited in cities such as London

has put an electronic toll on the Port Mann Bridge. On the

and Stockholm, which imposed congestion charges years

other hand, the federal Liberal government announced

ago on motorists entering the city core.

shortly after taking power that it was removing planned

By comparison, according to an academic paper, Cana-

tolls from the Champlain Bridge under construction in

da had only eight tolled bridges in 2012 and less than 0.25

Greater Montreal. And a forthcoming academic paper on

per cent of Canada’s road network was tolled – and much

P3s in the Canadian transportation sector notes that tolls

of this represented the controversial 130-kilometre High-

actually are becoming less common as a share of the to-

way 407 across the northern edge of the Greater Toronto

tal number of highway and bridge projects completed.xxxvi

Area. (Quebec had a network of toll “autoroutes” from 1960
through to the mid-1980s when the tolls were abolished.)

One participant at the PPF roundtables suggested that
the Champlain Bridge tolls might have covered as much as

“Canadians know from the anecdotal evidence of their

40 per cent of the cost (expressed on a net present value

everyday lives that municipalities have not fully em-

basis), a considerable loss of revenue, especially when one

braced tolling or user fees for the majority of transporta-

considers that the existing 55-year-old Champlain Bridge

tion infrastructure and other large-scale infrastructure.

was financed in part by tolls collected until 1990.

Though user fees are prevalent for public transit, water

Opponents of road tolls refer to the unfairness of “dou-

and waste, Canadian municipalities – and indeed the fed-

ble taxation” under the assumption that government tax-

eral and provincial governments – have largely refused

es cover such services. But according to Transport Cana-

to embrace road and congestion tolling or adopt a larger

da figures, tax revenue – such as gas taxes, vehicle fees and

base for user-pay models to fund new projects, mainte-

other revenues from drivers – have covered less than 70

nance or additional capacity for existing infrastructure,”

per cent of roadway expenses since 2008. “Further, these

noted the report.

revenues do not curb traffic congestion. And, as vehicles

xxxiv

At the other extreme, Canada’s biggest and possibly

become more fuel efficient, fuel tax revenues will cover less

most challenged public transit system – the Toronto

and less of the cost of building and maintaining roads.” xxxvii

Transit Commission – stands out globally for putting so

One of the problems is that roads and bridges are a par-

much of the cost of its operations on the backs of riders.

ticularly challenging place to impose user fees from a po-

Rider revenue covers almost three-quarters of the TTC

litical perspective. But other infrastructure sectors hav-

budget, a rate among the highest in the developed world,

en’t proven easier territory – hospitals and schools, for

xxxiv. Philip Bazel and Jack Mintz, The Free Ride is Over: Why Cities and Citizens Must Start Paying More for Much Needed Infrastructure, University of Calgary School of Public Policy (2014), pages 12 & 13
xxxv. Australian Infrastructure Plan, page 91
xxxvi. Siemiatycki, The Role of User Fees in Urban Transportation Public-Private Partnerships
xxxvii. Dachis, page 5
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example. (The Quebec government recently announced

construction or the repair and rehabilitation of existing

the abolition of all fees for medically-required procedures

assets, as opposed to being put into the government’s

and, in Ontario, the provincial government even moved

general coffers

earlier this year to limit hospital parking fees.). In the case
of water, Canada has a high leakage rate for a developed
country – a fact often attributed to inadequate repair and

• If there is transparent reporting on the revenues raised
and the specific use of the funds.

rehabilitation due to low fees charged users. Then again,
users have long been accustomed to at least paying some-

This too might be a best-practice that the infrastruc-

thing, although in parts of the country water consumption

ture agency could encourage among the three levels of

isn’t even metered.

government.

It is not entirely surprising, of course, that governments have been reluctant to impose user fees. Citizens
don’t like to pay taxes. But there are principles of equity
and efficiency at issue here. Why should Toronto transit
users pay a fare to ride the subway while drivers don’t pay

A BETTER INNOVATION
APPROACH

a fee to drive downtown? Wouldn’t it make sense from the

CANADA HAS NO PLACE LIKE THE CAMBRIDGE

perspective of traffic congestion to discourage car usage?

Centre for Smart Infrastructure and Construction. But if
infrastructure is going to be a key means to modernize

The PPF roundtables concluded that user fees seem to
be most successful in particular circumstances:

and boost the Canadian economy, this centre deserves
close scrutiny, with an eye toward collaboration or the
creation of a Canadian equivalent.

• If the toll is being applied to a new service and is announced well before the tolls take effect

Located at the University of Cambridge, CSIC was
launched in 2011 with $20-million in funding from two
British agencies, including Innovate UK, which is man-

• If the toll is being applied in circumstances where there
are alternatives for those who prefer not to pay or can’t
afford to pay

dated by the government to accelerate economic growth
through business-led innovation.
CSIC has also drawn significant funding from some of
the world’s biggest infrastructure owners and operators,

• If the toll revenue is dedicated to new infrastructure
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asset managers and technology and information compa-

nies, including IBM, GE and Toshiba. CSIC is focused pri-

next generation has attracted other players, including at

marily on using data to better analyze what infrastructure

other leading universities. Dalhousie University in Hali-

should be built and how existing assets can be better op-

fax has a small centre, focused particularly on infrastruc-

erated and maintained to deliver best “whole-life value.”

ture security.

It pursues advanced research into “smart infrastructure,”

An organization like CSIC is a valuable addition to the

which it defines as the combination of physical infrastruc-

British infrastructure sector but, as PPF round-table par-

ture with digital infrastructure, ensuring better informa-

ticipants heard, the UK has for some time had a strong

tion in “real time” in construction, operation and main-

focus on the kind of evidence-based analysis that CSIC

tenance. According to the Centre, this leads to reduced

advocates. Every British city and town is expected to

costs, improved margins, enhanced returns and extended

have an asset management plan to access certain nation-

asset life. CSIC runs training courses to boost the capacity

al support. In Canada, some provinces have encouraged

of government and industry. Innovations it has promot-

municipal asset management plans. Phase 1 of the feder-

ed, such as in sensor technology, have been adopted for

al government’s infrastructure plan included funding for

use in facilities as varied as the new $30-billion Crossrail

municipal asset management planning. Many municipali-

underground line across London and the maintenance of

ties, and not just the largest ones, have done it of their own

Britain’s numerous masonry arch bridges.

accord. But it is not yet universal.

“Infrastructure is on its own journey of transformation.

Again, Canada can do better. An organization like the

In aviation, new capacity has been created with the digi-

Canadian Infrastructure Agency could have as part of its

talization of the air traffic control system; smart motor-

mandate responsibility for the training of government of-

ways are doing the same for the strategic road network;

ficials in the use of new technologies and the diffusion of

the water sector is pursuing advances that will increase

innovative global practices to Canadian construction and

efficiency of supplies; and with the development of the

infrastructure companies. It could create a centre similar

digital railway, the rail industry is looking to find space

to CSIC or launch a fund to encourage universities across

for 40 per cent more traffic on existing track,” states a re-

the country to do similar research and collaboration with

cent CSIC report.

the sector.

xxxviii

CSIC's pursuit of smart infrastructure seems to be ex-

And more still could be done through government strat-

actly on point with global trends regarding digital inno-

egy to build a more innovative and globally-respected Ca-

vation, including the revolutionary "internet of things"

nadian infrastructure sector. The Canadian Council for

-- the multiplying network of physical objects equipped

Public Private Partnerships runs one of the biggest P3 con-

with embedded sensors and connected to the Internet.

ferences in the world every fall because many of the major

Canada has many companies working in this growing

international infrastructure companies have operations

space, offering huge economic opportunity, especially as

in Canada and because many Canadian-owned companies

wireless networks move to so-called 5G bandwidth. But

are of a global scale. But a backroom concern of the Cana-

there is already some evidence that the country is trailing

dian sector, expressed quietly, is that some countries with

the United States and Asia. In particular, Canada appears

significant infrastructure needs have procurement rules

to be lagging in the adoption of advanced connectivity in-

that aren’t as fair as Canada’s and don’t treat domestic and

frastructure fundamental to making this happen. There

foreign companies equally. Everyone benefits from open

needs to be greater focus on these kinds of 21st Century

markets and, as part of the federal government’s new focus

infrastructure.

on infrastructure, it should work to ensure equal treatment

CSIC is hardly alone in pursuing applied research in the

for Canadian companies working abroad.

burgeoning field of high-tech infrastructure. The sheer

The Canadian Commercial Corporation already opens

scale of opportunity in the infrastructure sector over the

doors for Canadian infrastructure companies. By back-

xxxviii. See http://www-smartinfrastructure.eng.cam.ac.uk/files/the-smart-infrastructure-paper
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stopping Canadian companies at the negotiating table,

all three levels of government in Canada, which wastes

it can reduce the “political risk” of entering developing

time and resources and limits outcomes.

countries. “If such countries want to play games, they

The challenge also involves municipalities, which own

have to deal with Ottawa and not just us,” said a Canadian

most of the infrastructure but have limited taxing power

industry leader.

to maintain it. This has led to persistent lobbying from

But, more broadly, Phase 2 of the federal infrastruc-

organizations such as the Federation of Canadian Munici-

ture plan provides an opportunity for both a significant

palities (FCM) for greater transfer payments from Ottawa

upgrade in Canadian infrastructure and an important

and the provinces.

boost for the Canadian infrastructure industry, which

Yet, fiscal transfers muddy accountabilities, since they

could use newfound skills to do even more internation-

make it unclear as to who is responsible for what and thus

ally. A pan-Canadian infrastructure strategy would chart

confuse citizens. Furthermore, while municipalities have

the path forward on a global strategy.

successfully lobbied for more funds from other levels of

A BETTER RELATIONSHIP
AMONG GOVERNMENTS

government, such as the federal Gas Tax Fund, they have
not done all they can to tackle their own fiscal challenges. For example, Canadian municipalities are restricted
by provincial governments in how much they can borrow.

IN THE ARCANE WORLD OF CANADIAN intergovern-

Yet, as a forthcoming academic paper makes clear, many

mental relations on infrastructure, “incrementality” is

Canadian municipalities have substantial unused bor-

either critically important or just a four-letter word.
It’s six syllables long but it represents a simple con-

rowing capacity. xxxix
Municipalities should also reform their accounting

cept. The federal government, in providing infrastructure

systems. Unlike other levels of government, municipal-

funding to the provinces and territories, generally insists

ities generally operate on a cash budgeting basis, which

that its money go to projects that wouldn’t be done were

means that capital assets such as infrastructure aren’t

it not for Ottawa’s money.

amortized, pushing municipalities to fund infrastructure

The rationale on Ottawa’s part is that, were it not for the
incrementality rule, provinces would just take Ottawa’s

on an upfront basis although infrastructure pays benefits
for years.

cash and apply it to existing projects, thus reducing the

The newly-created national infrastructure table of min-

amount that the provinces and territories must pay dol-

isters, which involves the FCM, should try to address the

lar-for-dollar. This would mean there was no incremen-

need for greater coordination among the three levels of

tal increase in the overall amount of infrastructure being

government. Municipalities could do more to fund their

built. That is a particular concern now as Ottawa ramps up

own infrastructure themselves. The federal and provincial

its infrastructure spending with an eye to boosting short-

governments could solve the years-old incrementality dis-

term growth.

pute and agree on simpler terms for who funds what. That

The rejoinder from the provinces is that the incremen-

would leave Ottawa to focus primarily on areas of national

tality rule means that federal funds often flow to margin-

importance such as international gateways and productiv-

al projects, the ones not included already in long-term

ity-enhancing infrastructure such as broadband.

planning. The provinces add that they know what matters
most better than Ottawa because they’ve been increasing
their spending for years while Ottawa is just beginning to
do its share.
The larger point is that the incrementality dispute is
only one part of a largely incoherent relationship among

A HIGHER PROFILE
INFRASTRUCTURE GETS A BUM RAP. The blame
for this should go to the lingering effects of the

xxxix. Enid Slack and Almos Tassonyi, Financing Urban Infrastructure in Canada: Overview, Trends and Issues
xxxx. Canadian Chamber of Commerce report, The Foundations of a Competitive Canada: The Need for Strategic Infrastructure Investment (2013), page 27
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Great Recession, when the call went out for “shovel

er stakeholders” to highlight how important effective

ready” projects to boost economic activity within a

infrastructure is to economic growth. This would better

short timeframe. Too often, stimulus funds sparked

ensure “public acceptance of the need for these higher

construction of an inordinate number of rinks, pools and

levels of investment,” the Chamber concluded. xxxx

other small community projects rather than strategic
projects with long-term economic impact.
Recreation facilities can be important. The Pan/Parapan
American Games brought to the greater Golden Horseshoe
area in and around Toronto about $750-million in new,

CONCLUSION

world-class athletic facilities. The federal Liberal government’s infrastructure plan likely should include a relative-

CANADA HAS MANY WORLD-BEATING PLAYERS

ly small amount for community infrastructure, given that

in the infrastructure sector. They’ve designed, built,

public support for such projects is persistently high. But in-

owned and operated infrastructure all over the world.

frastructure development must be primarily about build-

Canada has a total infrastructure budget that compares

ing core economic and social capacity. It’s not about “shovel

well with other developed countries. The average age of

ready.” It’s about “shovel worthy.”

Canada’s infrastructure is declining for the first time in a

Measures could be taken to raise the level of public

generation as this historic rebuild takes root. But Canada

awareness about this kind of optimal infrastructure de-

suffers from a hodge-podge approach and a lack of rigour

velopment, including:

and ambition that will limit the long-term impact of its
investment on economic growth, competitiveness and

• Publicizing the fundamental importance of infra-

job creation.

structure spending to Canada’s well-being, including

There may be no more important economic policy chal-

characterizing the latest wave of capital spending as a

lenge for Canada than to get this right. And there may be

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to build 21st century in-

no bigger policy opportunity. Reform is doable. The pay-

frastructure that is technologically savvy and adapted

off significant. z

for a changing climate. Canadians are still benefitting
from the infrastructure wave of the 1950s and 1960s.
The next decade or two could have no less of an impact
on the country.
• Coordinating an international infrastructure strategy, bringing together private-sector leaders and public-sector counterparts to ensure that Canada capitalizes on the multi-trillion dollar global infrastructure
market. This would include a greater role for the infrastructure sector on Canadian trade missions, including
construction companies, P3 partners, consulting firms,
architecture practices and boutique firms specializing
in areas such as cultural facilities. It would also mean
a greater emphasis at the World Bank, World Bank-affiliated regional development banks and the new China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB),
which Canada recently decided to join. The Canadian
Chamber of Commerce is just one major organization
which has called for a “dialogue with the public and oth-
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NOTES
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